ONLY VPN EVER WHICH IS FASTER THAN CLEAR TRAFFIC EVEN
AFTER DATA ENCRYPTION, 30 X FASTER, 2 SECONDS LOGIN
TIME, 4 GBPS SSL VPN THROUGHPUT

Most of the company’s uses legacy IPSec VPN to connect remote locations, to create Wide Area Network or connect
roaming work force which results into lot of configuration issues, support calls and provide week security. AccelPro provides
the next generation VPN gateways which make deployment easy, no support calls and a unified approach for secure remote
access. SSL VPN’s came into the market to address the emerging need of Secure Remote Access with ease, but due to the
fundamental flaw in their design and approach injected unwanted performance degradation. This unacceptable
performance degradation in the existing SSL VPN’s stopped the growth of SSL VPN as a technology in the market. SSL VPN
was a more superior technology than IPSec VPN and having lots of advantages like Client Less Access, Can virtually bypass
any firewall, provides all applications access on a single port (443), Granular Access Control till the application layer, easy
to manage, Zero support calls, auto updating clients and many more. But due to performance degradation it could not
scale up as a default industry standard in spite of all those advantages. While in the case of AccelPro, having Core SSL
Engine, HPAA and Optimized Compression which results in ultra-high performance, along with all the benefits of SSL VPN,
makes AccelPro the Next Generation VPN.

HPAATM

High Performance VPN

Powered with Innovative HPAATM patent pending
technology, AccelPro platforms delivers accelerated
performance, resulting into WAN Acceleration solution
in Client-Server architecture. AccelPro platforms provides
30 times faster Remote Access making AccelPro SSL VPN
the Next Generation of VPN. AccelPro SSL VPN series is
equipped with a unique Client Agent, which is powered
with HPAATM technology, enabling 2 seconds Client
Login time and able to get a Virtual Private IP from the
SSL VPN Gateway within the same time, giving remote
user a LAN like feel, resulting in amazing end user
experience.

AccelPro, right from its inception, solved fundamental
problem in existing SSL VPN’s, delivering most
performing SSL VPN Ever. While other SSL VPN’s merely
provides access to web applications and intranet portals,
but fails to meet fast remote access to client-server
applications and other network resources. The
performance degradation in other SSL VPN limit them as
SMB solution. While AccelPro platforms are carrier class
products, providing high scalability and accelerated
throughput around 30 X faster, meeting the
requirements of Enterprise and ISP customers.

High Scalability
AccelPro range of products provide scalability starting
from 50 simultaneous users to 20,000 simultaneous
users on single hardware meeting needs of a small
business to large Enterprise house to ISP or Service
Provider. Performance and fast client login time makes
AccelPro platforms unique and different from other
products, addressing much needed requirement for
faster remote access without compromising on the
security of the networks. With unique HPAATM
technology, AccelPro platforms are able to deliver
throughput faster than clear traffic even after the
encryption of data packets. AccelPro sells APG-700,
1400, 2800, 5600, 6200 Appliances along with
advanced Virtual SSL VPN Appliance which can run on
VMware.
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Increased User Productivity
Helping user to get securely connected with their
organization network from Anywhere, Anytime and
Anymachine. AccelPro solution, provides Strong
Authentication, Encrypted Data Packets, Role Based
Access Controls, Automatic Network Access Controls,
Application Execution Controls, Endpoint Compliance
and Complete User Reporting. All with the ease of
creating and managing from central location and autoupdating Client Agents.
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To Purchase AccelPro solutions,
please Contact your AccelPro
representative at +91-120-4155514
or Authorized Reseller.
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